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Convenors: 
Peter Pretorius –  peterp@afrihost.co.za –   044 5335114 / 0823214724 

Peter & Jill Morse – petermorse101@hotmail.co.uk 074 474 8368 

 

FOR YOUR INFO….. 

• Regular Breakfast Runs are held on the last Sunday of each month 

• Meeting places – KNYSNA – The Quays at the Waterfront at the end of Grey Street 

• SEDGEFIELD – Engen 1 Stop 
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2018 GRMC  CALENDAR OF EVENTS 
 

 
 

 
5th Thurs 

 
15th Sun 
 
 
29th Sun 
 

 

Let ’s do lunch @ Fat Fish, Plett  
 

Tsitsikamma Memorial run 
 
 

BRAKFAST RUN – Moss & Maple 
 

 
All 
 
 
ALL 
 
 
ALL 

 

 

 
14 - 17 
 
 
19th Sun 
 
26th Sun  

 

MG ORGANISED TOUR  to Nuy 
Valley & Arniston 
 

GRMC AGM 
 
BREAKFAST RUN – ZUCCINIS 
 

 

ALL 
 

 
GRMC ONLY 
 

ALL 

 
 
 

 

7 – 18 Tour 
 

 13 -16th 
 
 

19th Wed 
 
 
30TH - Sun 
 

 
AUSTIN HEALEY TOUR 
 

 TOUR TO GRAAF REINETT 
 
Fun Run, ending with lunch 
Mosselbay 
 
BREAKFAST  RUN – Moss & Maple 

 

GRMC ONLY 
 
ALL 
 
 
 
All  
 
ALL 

 
 
 
 

 
14th Sun 
 
 
21st Sun 
 
 
28-30th  

 

28th Sun 

 
CENTURY CLASSIC CAR RUN-  

Suspended until further notice 
  
Bring & Braai @ The Slades, 
Harkerville 
 
MG T-TYPE TOUR 
 
BREAKFAST  RUN – ZUCCINIS 
 

 

 
ALL 
 
 

All 
 
MG ONLY 
 
ALL 

 

 
 

24 or 25th 
 

25th 

 

 
30th Friday 
 

GRMC  XMAS  LUNCH 
 

BREAKFAST  RUN- Moss & Maple 
depart 09h00 Knysna Quays 
 

Prawn Braai Angling Club – MG 
members Only 

GRMC ONLY 
 

ALL 
 

 
MG ONLY 



 

 
 

 
7th Fri 
 
14th Fri 

 
STREET  BRAAI – GASOLINE ALLEY 
 
 

Model Railway Exhibition George 

  
ALL 

 
 

ALL 

 

Chairman’s Chirp 

The good news is that we are receiving fantastic support at the recent events organised. 

This is most encouraging and is just reward for those of us organising these events. A big 

thanks for this participation. Please continue to take note of the upcoming events and if you 

have not participated, please join us. We do not like to see our members as names only, but 

would like to have as many as possible on these outings. We are having some wonderful 

winter days, so get your cars out instead of putting them in hibernation for winter. 

The annual subs have been received well, with payments continuing to roll in. Thank you 

very much for this prompt action. A reminder, if you have not yet paid please do so as we 

need to finalise the payments before our August AGM. Talking about the AGM, this is a 

further reminder, that it will take place on Sunday 19 August at Belvidere Manor. As advised 

last month, a subsidised braai will be provided at R100 per person. Full details will be 

provided ahead of the meeting.   Please note the date in your diary - we need you to be 

there.  

You have seen my recent communication regarding the SAVVA indemnity cards. If you have 

not responded please respond to Ann Griffiths – anngriffiths@iafrica.com .  As GRMC is a 

member of SAVVA (South African Veteran &Vintage Association) it is compulsory for our 

members to have signed the indemnity form and to be issued with an indemnity card. 

Currently we have raised some issues with SAVVA relating to this, and await their response.  

The SAVVA  AGM will take place on August 18 in George and Cedric and myself plan to 

attend and should get clarification to our questions raised. A detail explanation can then be 

provided to members. NB. In view of the above questions raised, we have withdrawn the 

Century Run, planned for October, until further notice. In the interim Dennis Cook, the 

organiser of the event is exploring the possibility of still organising the event, but not under 

the umbrella of GRMC.  It will then be up to members to participate in their private capacity. 

I will keep you updated.   

Last month I advised that donations were made, from the surplus Knysna motor show funds, 

to the nominated charities. The donation amount has now increased to R116,000. This 

excludes the amounts made by the respective beneficiaries who had stalls at the KMS.  
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To officiate this, we arranged for a get together with the recipients. In listening to them 

outlining the tasks that they perform under very difficult circumstances it is heart 

wrenching. The need is just so great and as GRMC we can feel proud of the contribution 

made to these charities. To the KMS committee and all the members who put so much of 

their time into the KMS, thank you very much . Please see the group photo below. 

 

The annual Memorial Run (Initiated by the late Graham Yendall) to the Tsitsikamma Village 

Inn took place on July 15 with the fantastic support of 63 GRMC and MG members. 

             

 With the rain the previous few days members were cautioned that the Bloukrans pass could 

have rock slides and if preferred the N2 could be used as an alternative. It so happened that 

the pass was fine and for those that went through enjoyed the drive.  



Sylvia in her meticulous way and attention to detail had it all organised for a most enjoyable 

lunch – we say many thanks to her. 

   

                      The mood was festive with lots of chatter and noise.  

   

There was also a serious part where we bowed our heads for a minute to remember those 

members who passed away during the year and to those members who lost so much and 

had to deal with the trauma of the devastating fires in Knysna last year. Several lucky draws 

took place with the main one being a one night stay (B&B) with a further 50%off for the 

second night, donated by the Tsitsikamma Village Inn. The lucky winner was Pat and Ali 

Clough . 

                



 

The LeMans 2012 Audi R18 painting winner was also drawn over lunch at the Tsitsikamma 

Village Inn. The raffle raised R4600 and this money is part of the donation made to the 

respective KMS charities. Jill & Peter Morse and Brian Gibson did an awesome job in 

persuading members to buy tickets. We say thank you to them as well as to all members 

who did purchase tickets for this worthy cause.  The lucky winner was Bill Nortier a new 

member who has just joined GRMC   . 

 

   

   



  

 

             

And a special Happy Birthday to Tim le Feuvre on this day. 

It is with sadness that I advise that Chris Lloyd, a GRMC member, was killed in a car accident 

in the UK at the beginning of July. The details are unfortunately sketchy as I have been 

unable to get a response from Theresa. Chris and Theresa spent around half the year in SA 

and the other half in the UK. Our condolences and thoughts are with Theresa . 

Sue Dowding who has been on the cripple list for some months now, after her knee 

replacement , is well on the road to recovery . Jan Du Rand has also gone in for a knee 

replacement in Stellenbosch and is recovering well. We wish both of them a speedy 

recovery. 

I hope to see you at the next event. 

Peter 



HAPPY BIRTHDAY -August 2018 
1st Sue Simms  6th Hugh Cordell  8th Anne Parker 
9th Viv Vadas  11th Gail Turner  14th Shirley Hornby 
17th Jon Lyons-Lewis 19th Peter Pretorius 20th Alister Gibb  

22nd Duncan Miller 25th Carrol van Niekerk 29th Allan Hamilton 
29th Jeannette Esterhuizen 30th Arthur Field  31st Elsbeth Albisser 
 

Dream as if you’ll live forever, live as if you’ll 
die today. 
 
      

 

Welcome to our new members: 
Bill and Kamila Nortier, owns a 1967 Mercedes Benz 260SL, a 1986 
Mercedes Benz 500SL and a 1934 Harley Davidson 170V and lives in 
Knysna. 

 
Dave and Fay Jones, lives in Sedgefield and owns a MG and a 1979 Mini 

vander Plas. 
 
Gerard and Jill Marais lives in Sedgefield and owns a 1997 MX5 

 
Jon Lyons-Lewis and Wendy van Zyl. Jon owns a 1958 Triumph TR3A and a 
1956 Norton Dominator and lives in Knysna. 

 
Werner and Jeanette Nisi, lives in Knysna and owns a 1964 Mercedes Benz 

230SL and a 2001 Mercedes Benz 240L. 
 

Wishing you all many happy miles and smiles with our club. 
 

 
 
 

 FOR SALE  -  1989 BIRKIN S3    

                              

Authentic factory built car with 102 kilowatt 4AGE (20 valve) “Silver 
Top” Toyota engine and Cressida Type 9 five speed gearbox.                                                      
Engine management by Perfect Power XMS-L 



This amazingly quick car had a legendary racing career. Driven by 
George Frost in the National Lotus Challenge Cup from 1998 to 2003 it 
achieved many podium finishes resulting in 3rd place overall in the 2000 
Championship.  Its last racing number was “B52” hence this car became 
affectionately known to all fellow competitors as “The Birkin Bomber”.             
Although fully refurbished over the past two years this car retains much 
of its early racing character, all aptly captured in a comprehensive 
photographic history. 

A truly unique collector’s car in excellent condition comes with wind 
deflectors, doors, soft top and spare set of racing wheels with semi-slicks 
and spare set of fibreglass fenders. All papers and license are up to date. 

ASKING PRICE R 150 000.00                                                       
For more information or to view in Plett phone Dick on 083 378-1422.   

     

     

 

FOR SALE 
 

Triumph TR3A, Total 3 year body off restoration completed in 2016. Metallic red with 

beige upholstery and carpets. 2200 cc engine overhauled, overdrive gearbox, rack and 

pinion steering, MotoLita wooden steering wheel, new tyres, all papers in order. Asking 

R350,000. 



Triumph TR7 V8 convertible (TR8 lookalike) : A real bargain at R65k ono. All papers 

in order, licensed until May 2019 and in good overall condition. 3500 Rover v8 conversion 

including uprated suspension; period mags, good tyres, double exhaust system, and many 

improvements. 

Call : Gerhard Vorster 083-265-2302 or E-mail - info@guardor.co.za (Somerset West) 

    
 

 

 

RESTORING A MINI VANDEN PLAS 

(Part 2.) 

I often refer to my Mini Project as a “Life Work” and the deeper I get into it the more it looks like 

becoming just that.  Progress is steady but slow as snags crop up.  So I have to keep on reminding 

myself:  “What else have I got to do and, when job is done, what else can I find to do ?” 

Normally when one tackles a restoration project on an interesting old car, the engine is first to get 

attention otherwise one is in danger of a “no go” result when all is done,  but Special Minis like my 

Vanden Plas are different.  Mini engines are very basic, pretty bomb-proof and there are lots of 

engineering works around for whom refurbishing an engine, even an old one, is their daily bread.  

The Mini Special features are another story, as they are unique and often a distant memory even to 

Mini addicts.  In the case of the Mini Vanden Plas,  having had a short production run of less than 

eighteen months in 1978/9 and limited sales-numbers, details of its  plush interior are hard to come 

by.  Very little of this original trim was left in my rusty relic that had experienced the indignity of 

standing out in the open and in the rain for a couple of years until rescued by the Customizer I 

bought her from. Restoring these features thus became target number one of my project.  Only once 

I had got her looking again like a Vanden Plas, I decided, would I shift attention to the engine which 

is supposed to be in running order anyway. 

Buying as I did from a Mini enthusiast, even if he was a Customizer, I was able to discover more 

about my car than is often the case when rusty, wrecks are located.  About 10 years ago I learnt, my 

Vanden Plas was running happily around Port Elizabeth until its brakes failed.  Fortunately this 

happened just as the owner was approaching home and he was able to bring her to a halt by 

crashing into his own gate-post.  With non-existent brakes and a large dent on the right-front fender, 

she was parked in that owner’s back yard for attention in due time.  Due time never came, because, 

apart from the dent she had no brakes and could not be safely driven or even towed to a panel 
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beater.  When I acquired her from my Customizer all her rusty brake pipes had been ripped out and 

a start had been made in panel-beating the dent and in removing rust.  But ten years of standing out 

in the rain meant rather a lot of rust, a rain damaged walnut facia, a perished sun-roof and totally 

rotten upholstery.   

Fortunately all the distinctive Vanden Plas bits were still there, even if so rain-damaged in most cases 

to be no more than a pattern to work on.  The exception being its unique colour and outside decals 

which had totally disappeared under gleaming new, white paint where body repairs had started.  

Fully understandable as the unique Vanden Plas colour is difficult to reproduce and the scale of body 

repairs had dictated a full re-spray.  Even if my Customizer had matched the original paint, it would 

have been impossible to re-produce  the unique, Vanden Plas, “basket pattern” decals, which 

covered virtually all of the sides and the doors when they emerged from the British Leyland factory 

in Blackheath near Cape Town.  So my Vanden Plas will have to remain white, with all its original 

badges and name-decals, but sadly no fake basket-work.  Not original, but actually more pleasing to 

the eye than her factory issue, dull bronze colour. 

The Trunk: Begining where the least work was needed I started with refurbishing of the tiny boot, 

where the fuel tank, spare wheel and battery take up virtually all available space and I rebuilt the 

damaged rear lights.  These rear lights were a special feature since they had reversing lights built in, 

a refinement missing on standard Minis at the time.  They were somewhat damaged inside needing 

quite a bit of “hidden” ingenuity to get them back to working original. The boot had already been 

almost rebuilt and fibre-glassed where rust had got a hold so was pretty sound and needing only the 

remarkably capacious fuel tank to be re-positioned. 

                Not much room for luggage in a Mini boot. 

The Sun Roof: A folding sun roof is one of the very distinctive features of this and other Special Minis 

but mine had completely disintegrated after too many years in the sun and rain and needed a 

complete re-build.  Fortunately all of the complicated fold-up metal work was still there and 

repairable even where rust had set in,  but the vinyl outer cover and cloth inner covers were a torn, 

filthy mess and good only as  patterns to work off. 

                   



Rain damaged rag-top inner and outer cloth covers with the complicated metal work 

A quick search on the internet revealed that specialist firms still exist in the U.K. to refurbish these so 

called “rag tops” which are very common on cars like the MGB GT and obviously wear out.  

Normally, one just sends in the whole unit for a factory refurbishment but individual parts can also 

be supplied at a very reasonable cost if one is earning pounds.  (About 200 quid will get a vinyl top 

and inner cloth lining delivered to South Africa for DIY installation.)  This is probably the wise way to 

go as the cut of these linings is quite complicated with heat-sealed joints and the like, but at this 

stage my good wife has accepted the challenge of pretty good copies on her home sewing machine 

for the decidedly reasonable cost of a dinner at her favourite restaurant, paid in Rand. 

                          

DIY restoration of the perished rag-top  -    all for only the cost of a dinner out 

The Inner Trim:  The heart of a Mini Vanden Plas is her luxurious inner trim and impressive wood-

veneer dash board, so much attention is being paid to getting this correct.  Here I am fortunate to be 

living in the restoration centre of South Africa so the rain-damaged dash board with its peeling 

veneer has been expertly restored by Ray Mackey in Knysna and is back in place looking like new. 

The seats and interior side panels have been to Cape Town and back where I am even more 

fortunate to have a daughter who has a professional upholsterer as part of her business.  These 

items were a rotten, rain-damaged mess, but there was enough of the original material left to obtain 

good copies and all these items are now  back in the car looking like they have just been fitted in the 

Blackheath factory of old. (Appropriate, since the originals too would have been done by some or 

other professional in Cape Town and chalk markings found on the back of the panels revealed an 

original production date of August 1978.) 

      

Wooden veneer Dash board restored and back in place with restored back-seat & side panels in place 



(Fancy wood-rim wheel & gear knob both after-market additions) 

Apart from the plush upholstered seats and side panels, the Vanden Plas Mini had a padded, carpet 

covered cockpit with particularly thick sound insulation on the heat wall between passengers and a 

hard-working little engine.  Since the car still cannot easily be moved without brakes or a running 

engine, this task has had to be tackled in-house and has involved many hours of crawling about a 

very confined space, carefully cutting, shaping and then gluing in place pieces of carpet and padding.  

All that is now needed are the equally luxurious loose fitted carpets which will be done 

professionally, using the rotten originals as patterns and matching as closely as possible the original 

colour and texture.  

      

Cramped working conditions made carpet fitting difficult but the result is authentic Vanden Plas. 

(Finding a rent-a-dwarf would have been useful) 

The Doors:  Terminal rust along door lower panels are an inevitable feature of cars of this age,  as 

our dusty roads very quickly block up the small drain holes built in during manufacture and they 

corrode from the inside.  My Mini’s original two doors had been judged beyond salvation and 

instead my Customizer had purchased a selection of no less than five scrap doors that could be 

salvaged. Getting a rust-repaired and working pair of doors out of this selection of junk has proved 

to be my major challenge to date. 

      

Best- matching pair of doors under restoration.         Best preserved catches & winders being 

installed. 



Fortunately all five of the scrap doors were from the correct Mini series, where wind-up windows 

had first been introduced so I was able to select and repair, with quite a bit of tricky panel –beating, 

the least rusty matching pair.  I was then able to shuffle and deal items like window glass, window 

winders and window catches to make them look and work like the original doors would have.   All 

this has now been done and the doors are spray-painted and ready to be hung. Hopefully they will fit 

snugly into the basic body shell which is supposed never to have changed. 

Engine and Engine Bay – the next task:  With the body shell now complete and looking, apart from 

its incorrect colour, like a Vanden Plas should, my attention will shift hopefully to confirming that the 

engine is indeed in running order. It will then be removed so that it can be tarted up and the engine 

bay given attention of my spray gun.  Then hopefully, I shall have a running car and can see about 

new brake lines and getting it to stop as well. 

Still many months to go ! 

Dave Jones        July 2018  

  

 

 

Our Website address is 
www.grmc.co.za 

 
To get on to our Facebook page Google Facebook and go to “gardenroutemc 

 

 

CONTACTS 

 

Peter 
Pretorius 

 
Chairman/Knysna 
Motor Show Organiser 

 
082 321 4724 

 
peterp@afrihost.co.za 

Peter Turner Treasurer 082 586 4827 turnerjp@mweb.co.za 

Brian Gibson Member 082 467 2145 gibbo@mweb.co.za 

Sheridan 
Renfield 

Dating Officer 044 343 2047 sedgecars@gmail.com 

Ann Griffiths Membership database 
/SAVVA 
membership 

 
079 716 3132 

 
anngriffiths@iafrica.com 

Cedric Parker SAVVA liaison/Motor Show  
082 907 2799 

 
aparker@iafrica.com 

 
Sylvia Harvey 

Newsletter/Member 
Communications 

 
082 958 2498 

 
sylvia.vintagerose@gmail.com 

Jill Morse Secretary 074 474 8368 petermorse101@hotmail.co.uk 
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mailto:sedgecars@gmail.com
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                                             FOR ALL YOUR  

                                      

REQUIREMENTS PLEASE CALL SYLVIA ON 082 958 2498 
Also Available at Bodge Engineering, opposite Frost Motors 

FREE DELIVERY KNYSNA/PLETT/GEORGE 

 

 

   
 

 

 

 

 

Specialising in Vintage and Veteran Car Insurance together with 

Personal and Business Insurances. 
Insurance Brokers 

CONTACT DETAILS: 
Glenn Broadhurst, Yolandé Vermeulen 

Telephone: 087 736 2222  Fax: (011) 699 0783 
Email: YVermeulen@fnb.co.za 

An Authorised Financial Services Provider 


